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The Variance of Observations on Markov Chains 
D.J. Songhurst 
UK Po~t Office, London, U.K . 

ABSTRACT 

This ~aper concerns the variance of observations on 
discrete parameter Markov chains. It is assumed that 
observations are made at a number of consecutive epochs, 
each observation being a function of the state of the 
system at that epoch, and it is required to find the 
variance of the sample mean of the observations. Under a 
geometric ergodicity condition on the Markov chain the 
asymptotic form of this variance is shown to satisfy a 
relatively simple equation which is solved for a range of 
practical cases. The theory can most usefully be applied 
to systems carrying telephone traffic by assuming 
observations at the instants of call arrivals, and 
therefore giving results applicable to congestion 
measurements. The main limitation of this application of 
the theory is the need to assume exponentially distributed 
call holding times. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Previous work on the variance of the observed proportion 
of lost calls gave asymptotic results for full availa
bility loss systems assuming observation over a fixed 
time period [1,2]. Approximate results for the variances 
of the observed delay probability and observed mean queue 
length have also been obtained [3] , again assuming 
observation over a fixed time period. The methods 
involved have always required the use of time-dependent 
transition probabilities, making it difficult to obtain 
simple explicit solutions. We consider instead the 
observation of a number of consecutive changes of state 
of a Markov chain, and we shall apply this to observations 
at the instants of call arrivals under the assumption that 
call holding times are exponentially distributed and 
interarrival times are independent. 

2. GENERAL TECHNIQUE 

Consider a stationary Markov chain with continuous state 
space and discrete parameter. The following analysis is 
equally applicable to chains with discrete state space by 
replacing integrals by summations and probability density 
functions by discrete probabilities. Let the single-step 
transition probability density from state s to state t be 
~a' and let the stationary state probability density be 
p(t), satisfying 

p( t) - J p( s) q, • ds • 0 ) 

Ip(t)dt - 1 

where the integrals are taken over the entire state' space. 

Let F(t) be a function defined on the state space with 
mean p '" IF(t)p(t)dt and variance a'. I(F(t) -p)' p(t)dt. 
Our main result is as follows: 

Theorem Let ~ be the sample mean of the function F taken 
at r consecutive epochs. Assume that the chain is 
uniformly geometrically ergodic~ and is stationary at 
ep'och 1. Then M, has mean p and variance V, , where 

V" limrv .a
2
+2IF(t)y(t)dt 

r .... oo r 
( 2) 

ITCS 

Here y(t) is the solution of the integral equations 

Proof We have M :I !(F(s ) + ••• + F(s, », where , r I 

SI , •• " s, are the states observed at epochs 1, "', r. 

Hence 

'" ~ 't 2 2 r ~I ~ ~ ) 
V, , l. a + --; l. l. Co F( SI ), F( SI +J ) 

r 1"1 r 1=1 J=I+I I 

Now the covariance term may be written 

(J) 
where, is the j-step transition probability density 
from sta~e s to state t, and hence 

The geometric ergodicity property implies that for each 
pair of states sand t the j-step transition probability 

~J)converges to the stationary state probability p(t) 
(a~ j + -) with at least a geometric rate. This condition 
holds for all chains with finite state space, and has been 
shown to hold for a range of queueing systems [4J. We 
need to make the slightly stronger assumption of uniform 
geometric ergodicity in order to allow r + - in the above 
expression to obtain 

This may be rewritten as 

V'" a'+ 2!F(t)y(t)dt 

where y(t) • JF(S)P(S) J t (~~) -p(t») ds 

The equations (3) for y(t) may be derived by setting up a 
recurrence relationship for the probability density 
function of l>\. , and hence for Vr • E(t<) - p2, and 
allowing r + -. However, it is a much simpler matter to 
show directly that y(t), as defined above, satisfies (3). 
Substituting the above expression for y(t) into the 
expression y(t) - /y(s)q,. ds, and using the relationships 
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J 
(j) (j +1) 

'\ u <lu t du = q, t 

leads to the right-hand side of the first equation in (3). 
The normalising condition /y(s)ds = 0 is verified in a 

similar manner by not ing that J ~! ) dt .. f p( t )dt = 1-

Note the similarity between equations (3) for y(t) and 
equations (1) for p(t). This implies that whenever it is 
possible to derive the exact stationary state distribution 
it is also likely to be possible to solve (3) and obtain 
the asymptotic variance of observations on the Markov 
chain. Furthermore it is easily shown that y(t) is the 
unique solution of (3) whenever p(t) is the unique 
solution of (1). 

3. BIRTH AND DEATH PROCESSES 

Birth and death processes constitute an important class 
of Markov chains in which the system state is defined by 
the population size. transitions can only occur from any 
one state to either of the two adjacent states. and the 
transition probability depends only on the present system 
state. We shall generally refer to the system state as 
being the number of calls in progress. where call arrivals . 
and departures form Poisson processes with rates that may 
vary with the system state. 

When the system 
arrival rate be 
(where d = 0). 

o 

transition is to 

is in state k (k = 0.1. 2 •••• ) let the 
Btt and the departure rate dt 
Then the probability that the next 

. '\ 
state k - 1 1S at .. ~ + '\' and the 

probability of an upward transition to state k + 1 is 
1 - at' 

We wish to consider the observation of a number of 
consecutive call arrivals. so assume that the system 
state is observed only at the instants of call arrivals. 
This defines a new Markov chain with state probabilities 
1\ Z P{call meets state k} and transition probabilities 
q, t .. P{call meets state kl previous call met state j}. 

This transition requires j + 1 - k call departures 
followed by a call arrival. so that 

l
a

j 
+ 1 a

j 
••• aH 1 (1 - at ) ( j . ~ k) 

q, t = (1 - at ) (j - k -1) 

o (j <k-l) 

For a finite system with maximal state N. ~t • ~-It' 

The state probabilities. satisf'y the discrete equivalent 
of equations (1): 

I ~ q, t 
J "t-I (k - 0.1.2._ •• ) 

I 
t=o 

p '"' 1 It 

These equations may be simplified by noting that 

~ .. aH 1 (1 - at ) 

q, HI (1 - at+! ) 

independently of j (j ~k) 

The equations for Pit and PHI may now be related to give 
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where 

with the solution 

(k.l.2 •••• ) 

1 

1 + I 
t= 1 y. 

1 

Now let {Ft:k = O. 1, 2 ••.• } be a function defined on the 

state space of the system. with mean lJ I Ft Pit and 
t=o 

• 2 var1ance 0 We wish to find the 
t=o 

asymptotic variance of Mr = ~ (Ft. + ••• + F
ltr

) • where 

kl ••••• k are the states observed at r consecutive call 
arrivals. rUsing equations (3) in discrete form. the 
variance is asymptotically equal to VIr. where 

V = 0
2 

+ 2 I Ft Yt' and the Yt satisfy 
t=o 

These equations may be solved in the same manner as the 
equations for Pt to give 

and hence 

In the case of a finite system of size N. this summation 
extends to k .. N - 2. higher terms being zero. 

4. THE M/M/N LOSS SYSTEM 
VARIANCE OF THE OBSERVED PROPORTION OF LOST CALLS 

The fUll availability group offered random traffic with 
lost calls cleared is a birth and death process with state 

probabilities p .. P{call meets state k} .. ka~I.I ~, 
t • 1. 

where a is the offered traffic intensity. 1=0 

If we define Ft .. {~: ~ : :. then ~(Ftl + ••• + Ft
r
) is 

the observed proportion of lost calls out of r consecutive 
offered calls. where the j'th call meets the state ~ • 
The variable F~ has mean lJ • PN and variance 
0

2 
.. PH(l - IN)' Applying (4) with Ft defined as above. 

the variance of the observed proportion of lost calls is 
given asymptotically by VIr. where 

N-I aJ aJ +1 2 r ( 5) V • 2PN 
---p (l-~) 

j -0 PJ +1 N 

where a
J 
. L PI 

1-0 
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Descloux has obtained the asymptotic variance of the 
observed proportion of lost calls for observation over a 
fixed time period t [1]. The result given here may be 
shown to be identical with that of Descloux for corres
ponding sample sizes r = at. 

5. THE M/M/N DELAY SYSTEM: DELAY PROBABILITY AND QUEUE 
LENGTH 

If we are interested only in the observed proportion of 
delayed calls or in the queue lengths met by arriving 
calls, we may treat the M/M/N delay system as a birth and 
death process, defining the system state to be the number 
of calls in the system at the instants of call arrivals. 
The state probabilities are 

(k • 1, 2, ••• , N) 

~ = k 
(k > N) 

1 
Po = N-l k ( ) N L a + N a 

k=O k! N -a N! 

The variance of observations on this process will be 
independent of the order of service. 

5.1 VARIANCE OF THE OBSERVED PROPORTION OF DELAYED CALLS 

Define F • JO, k < NN' then l(F + ... + Fk) is the 
k ll, k ~ r kl r 

observed proportion of delayed calls out of r consecutive 

offered calls. The variable \ has mean E • (N ~ a) PN and 

variance 0
1 = E(l - E). Applying (4) we obtain 

N-l 

L 
J =0 

where 

J 

L PI' 
1=0 

(_a_)l _ E(l -E) 
N -a 

Fig. 1 shows ViE plotted against E in the range 

(6) 

10-4 ~ E ~ 10-1 for N = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 servers. 

5.2 VARIANCE OF THE OBSERVED MEAN QUEUE LENGTH 

. . {O, k < N d . th By deflnlng Fk S k _ N, k ~ N' we can erlve e 

variance of the observed mean queue length, under the 
assumption that the queue length is observed at the 
instants of call arrivals. Applying (4) gives 

3 1 ] + a (1 - 3E + 2E ) 

where 

.. (N) E = delay probablllty = N -a PN 

and 

lJ • mean queue length = (N ~ a) E 

Fig. 2 shows ~/lJ plotted against the mean delay time ~ 
a 

(in units of the mean service time) for N • 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, 50, 100. 
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6. THE M/M/N DELAY SYSTEM: MEAN DELAY AND DELAY 
DISTRIBUTION 

In order to consider observations of delay times it is no 
longer sufficient to treat the queueing system as a birth 
and death process. Instead we define a different 
stochastic process which includes the delay times of 
delayed calls as system states. Provided that service is 
in order of arrival this process is Markovian, although 
the state space is rather unusual, having both discrete 
and continuous components. 

We consider the state of the system at each call arrival. 
If there are j calls in the system at the instant of the 
call arrival, the system state is defined to be j whenever 
j < N. If j ~ N then the call is delayed and the system 
state is instead defined to be the delay time experienced 
by the call (in units of the mean service time). The fact 
that this delay time does not yet exist at the time of the 
call arrival is irumaterial since it cannot be influenced 
by subsequent calls, service being in arrival order. This 
process has discrete state probabilities 

1 
Po = N-l . 

L ~+(N~a):~ 
1 = 0 

(k = 0, I, ••• , N -1) 

and continuous state probability density 

(t > 0) 

where a is the offered traffic intensity and N the number 
of servers (a < N). The non-zero transition probabilities 
for this process are easily derived, and are as follows: 

a(j +l)!r(a +k) 
k!r(a +j +2) (j,k = 0,1, ... , N-l, k$j +1) 

~-l.t 

(s ~t) 

q 
• t 

(s ~ t) 

aN!r(a +k) 
~ k = k!r(a +N +1) 

1. 
e (k = O. 1 ••.•• N -1) 

where j. k are states met by calls that are not delayed, 
and s, t are the delay times of delayed calls. 

6.1 VARIANCE OF THE OBSERVED MEAN DELAY TIME 

Define the function F on the state space by 

F = {s, if the. state is a delay time s 
O. otherwlse 

Delay times have mean lJ 

1 2lJ 1 
(J =~-lJ. 

NPN 
---- and variance 
(N - a)l 

The function y, -as defined in (2), will have a discrete 
component denoted y (k = 0,1, ••.• N - 1) and a 
continuous componen\ denoten y(t) (t > 0). The equations 
(3) for y give rise to a set of simUltaneous equations 

N-l 

Yk - L 
j = k-l 

(k - 0,1, ...• N - 1) 
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and an integral equation 

y(t) -y 0 _JGO y(s)o ds 
N-I "-1, to" t 

(t > 0) 

together with the normalising condition 

N-I [ L Yk + y( t ) dt = 0 
k=O 0 

In order to simplify the simultaneous equations, note that 

~ '\k k + 1 , , d 
• ----- • a + k' ~ndependently of J an s. 

q, HI ~ HI 

The equations for y and y may then be related to give 
an equation in y ~ y , ~dly which does not involve 
y(s). These equ~t~onskcan the~-~e readily solved for the 
Yk (b';1t not normalised) and summing the Yk gives the 
relat~on 

N-I 
L 

k=O 

N-I !N-I I 

where E'w_I(a) • (;-l)! L ~! and ak 
1=0 

k 

L l\' 
1=0 

This relation is used together with the normalising 
condition to remove YN-I from the integral equation for 
y(t). This integral equation may be solved by the 
standard use of Laplace transforms to give 

N-3 a a ] l k k ... 1 
+(N-a)lJ L--

k=O Pk ... 1 

The variance of the observed mean delay time is given 

asymptotically by Vir, where V • a
l

+ 2~ ty(t)dt. Using 

the above result for y(t) we obtain 

V • 2lJl Nt ak aHI +2Ha(a +4N) 
k-O PHI (N - a)3 

Fig. 3 shows ~/lJ plotted against the mean delay time lJ 
for N • 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100. 

6.2 VARIANCE OF THE OBSERVED PROPORTION OF CALLS 
DELAYED> to 

Define the function F on the state space by 

F • {l, if the, state is a delay time s > to 
0, otherw1se 

The mean proportion of calls delayed > to is 

NPN -( N-I ) t • l Eb • Tif:eJ e 0 and F has var~ance a 

With these changes the analysis is very similar to that 
for the observed mean delay time. The simultaneous 
equations for Yk and the integral equation for y(t) are 
solved in the same manner, to give the result 
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(8) 

() [

N-I a a 
V = N + a E + 2i ~ _ N 

N -a 0 0 L ~ (N -a)~ 
k=O k ... 1 

+ (N +a)(N -3a) +~ p _ 2Na t] 
(N _a)l (N _a)3 N ~ 0 

Fig. 4 shows ViE plotted against E for N = 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, 50, 100. Fo~ each value of N, the traffic intensity 
a has been fixed to give a delay probability of E = 0.2, 
so that E~ varies solely with to' 

Note that on setting to = 0 in (9), and 

Eo • delay probability = (N ~a) ;N' we obtain the 

variance of the observed proportion of delayed calls, 
.given by (6). Note also that when &, is much smaller 
than the delay probability E, we obtain a useful 

approximation: V/Eo - (N.+a)l 
N -a 

7. OTHER APPLICATIONS 

The general equations (3) can, in principle, be applied 
to 'observations at the instants of call arrivals on any 
type of GI/M/N loss or delay system. 

The explicit equation (4) for the variance of observations 
on a birth and death process has a wide range of possible 
applications. By the appropriate choice of birth and 
death coefficients various forms of state-dependent 
behaviour can be examined, for example the effect of 
limited sources. The M/M/N system with finite queue can 
be considered by inserting the appropriate state 
probabilities and truncating the summation. It may also 
be possible to obtain approximate results for the variance 
of observations on limited availability systems by the use 
of loss factors, although these might not be expected to 
be very accurate. 

The variance of traffic measurements on birth and death 
processes can easily be obtained from (4) under the 
assumption that the number of calls in progress is 
observed at each call arrival. The more usual case of 
scanning at fixed time intervals can be solved by 
applying (3) and using the transition probabilities 
appropriate to the scanning interval. 
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